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ANNEX 2 

 

Intellectual & Developmental Disabilities in Community Activities 2016 

Inception Report 

1. General Information 
Afghanistan (Pashto/Dari: افغانستان, Afġānistān), officially the Islamic Republic of 

Afghanistan, is a landlocked country located within South Asia and Central Asia. It is 

bordered by Pakistan in the south and east; Iran in the west; Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, and 

Tajikistan in the north; and China in the far northeast. 

Area and Administrative division 

Its territory covers 652,864 km2 (252,000 sq mi), making it the 41st largest country in the 

world.1 Based on Administrative division, Afghanistan has 34 Provinces ((welayat, singular - 

welayat); Badakhshan, Badghis, Baghlan, Balkh, Bamyan, Daykundi, Farah, Faryab, Ghazni, 

Ghor, Helmand, Herat, Jowzjan, Kabul, Kandahar, Kapisa, Khost, Kunar, Kunduz, Laghman, 

Logar, Nangarhar, Nimroz, Nuristan, Paktika, Paktiya, Panjshir, Parwan, Samangan, Sar-e Pul, 

Takhar, Uruzgan, Wardak, Zabul) which are further divided in a total of 368 districts. 

Population 

The structure and size of Population are principle components in the development planning 

and should be consider while designing development plans and programs. 

Based on Afghan Statistical Yearbook Published by Central Statistics organization (the only 

official Statistical body in the country ) the Total population in the year 2015-16 (1394 Solar 

Hejjri Year) was estimated around 28.6 million (including 1.5 million Nomads (Kochi) 

people) of which 51 percent were males and 49 percent female2. Population density is 42 /km2.  

According to another estimation Total population of Afghanistan 32,564,342 (2015 est.)3 

(Including roughly around 3 Million Refugees in Pakistan and Iran), making it the 42nd most 

populous country in the world. 

 Distribution between urban, rural areas shows that out of settled population 20.4 millions 

are living in rural areas and 6.7 million in urban areas. 74% of the population live in rural 

areas and 26 % of total population live in urban areas Major urban area KABUL the capital 

has  population. The only city with over a million residents (4.3 million (2015)) is its capital, 

Kabul. Other large cities in the country are, in order of population size, Kandahar, Herat, 

Mazar-i-Sharif, Jalalabad, Lashkar Gah, Taloqan, Khost, Sheberghan, and Ghazni.  

                                                 
1 http://www.cso.gov.af/en  

2 http://www.cso.gov.af/en  

3 https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/af.html  
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Estimated Settled Population  by Civil Division 2015-16 

No 
Total  27101365 (1.5 million nomads not included) 

 Province Population Province Population Province Population 

1 Kabul    4372977 Ghazni    1228831 Balkh    1325659 

2 Kapisa    441010 Paktika    434742 Sar-e-Pul    559577 

3 Parwan    664502 Paktya     551987 Ghor     690296 

4 MaidanWardak 596287 Khost         574582 Daykundi 424339 

5 Logar    392045 Kunarha   450652 Urozgan    386818 

6 Nangarhar 1517388 Nooristan    147967 Zabul    304126 

7 Laghman    445588 Badakhshan    950953 Kandahar    1226593 

8 Panjsher 153487 Takhar    983336 Jawzjan    540255 

9 Baghlan    910784 Kunduz    1010037 Faryab    998147 

10 Bamyan 447218 Samangan    387928 Helmand    924711 

11 Badghis    495958 Farah   507405 Nimroz    164978 

12 Herat    1890202     

For further detail population estimation visit ( http://www.cso.gov.af/en ) 

Population based on Age Structure and income 

The most striking feature of the Afghan population is its very young age structure. 34% under 

age of 10 year and 46.1 percent (12.5 millions) under the age of 15 years, where elderly of 

65 and over are around 3.7 percent. The proportion under 15 is among highest in the world 

and significantly higher than that of the neighboring countries. Total dependency ratio is 

about 87 percent. Based on a 2009 report, about 42% of the population lives on less than $1 

http://www.cso.gov.af/en
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a day. According to income level 35.8% percent live below poverty line (2011 est)4.. 

Education System of Afghanistan  

Education in the country includes K–12 and higher education, which is supervised by the 

Ministry of Education (MoE) and the Ministry of Higher Education (MoHE). In Islamic 

Republic of Afghanistan the rearing of infants, Education for children and from adolescences 

to the end period of secondary in the public and private educational institutions are regulated 

in the following 4 stages:  

1. Pre-school Education Stage: This stage is subdivided in two: 

a) Nurseries (3 months-3 years)  

This section of Education (Pre School stage) is officially regulated by Ministry of Labour, 

Social Affairs, Martyrs and Disabled (MoLSAMD) mainly for infants of Women 

working in governmental organizations.      

b) Kindergartens (4 years to 6 years) 

2. Basic Education Stage (Grade 1 to 9), (Age 7-15) 

The basic education (9) years are free of cost and compulsory for all and consist of following 

three stages:  

a) First stage of Elementary Education (grade 1-3), (age 7-9) 

b) Second stage of Elementary Education (Grade 4-6), (age 10-12 years) 

With completion of six year, the second stage of Elementary education is ended and 

the students are qualified to attend the middle stage of education where general subjects 

and Islamic studies are taught.   

c) Middle Stage (Grade 7-9), (Age 13-15) 

In this stage, the understanding of student is extended and faces more academic, 

moral, ethical, emotional and social challenges. Therefore, consideration is given to 

education and vocational trainings of the students. 

3. Secondary Stage (Grade 10-12), (Age 16 – 18 Years) 

The students attend secondary stage to cover general, technical and vocational, Islamic and 

teacher training educations. Therefore, after completion of this stage, students attend higher 

education in teacher training collages, vocational institutes and universities according to their 

talent and interest.  

4. Post-Secondary Stage (Grade 13-14), (Age 19-20 Years) 

The graduates of this stage are offered post-baccalaureate certificates in Islamic Education, 

Teacher Training or Technical and Vocation Education based on their qualification in 

respected field. They also can directly apply for the jobs or continues their higher education 

in their desirable fields at institutes and universities. 

These three Education Stages: Basic Education, Secondary Education and post-secondary 

                                                 
4 https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/af.html  

https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/af.html
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Education are regulated by Ministry of Education (MoE). 
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5. Higher Education Stage 

After passing an entrance exam called “Kankor”, Students graduated from 12th Grade are 

eligible to join various Faculties in Higher Education institutes based on their desire and 

interest.  

The same 14th Grade graduate whose 13 and 14 grade Education percentage is more than 

80% can also continue their Education in Universities at respective fields after passing an 

Entrance Exam. 

Higher Education institutes and universities are under direct control of Ministry of Higher 

Education (MOHE).    

Statistics about Education Situation in Afghanistan 

Literacy rate (definition: age 15 and over can read and write) total population: 38.2% (male: 

52% female: 24.2% (2015 est.).5 

According to the new survey conducted by the Ministry of Education (MoE) in 2015-2016, 

total numbers of school were 15645 all over the country. Total number of student (which 

includes students of  primary, secondary, professional, night time, teacher training, vocational 

and religious schools.) were 9,184, 494 persons out of which 362,906 students were female. 

This number is now increased to 11 million in 1395 (2016-2017) educational year. Total 

number of Teachers was 199,509 out of which 63,911were female in 2015-2016. In addition 

total number of literacy courses was 17,404 and total number of students in these courses was 

404,437 persons.  In higher education total number of Government and private universities & 

Higher Education Institutes was 145 (36 governmental and 109 Private), total number of 

faculties was 601 (233 governmental and 375 Private) and total number of students in higher 

education institutes was 300,344 (171,609 students in governmental and 128,735 in private 

Higher education institutes).6 Table below is showing Number of Students, Teachers and 

ratio of teachers and students in Government General Education schools of each province. 

                                                 
5 https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/af.html   

6 http://www.cso.gov.af/en  

https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/af.html
http://www.cso.gov.af/en
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Health System 

The Basic Package of Health Services (BPHS) in conjunction with the Essential Package of 

Hospital Services (EPHS) remains the cornerstone of health service delivery in Afghanistan. 

The BPHS is the foundation of the Afghan health system and remains the key instrument in 

making sure that the most important and effective health interventions are made accessible to 

all Afghans. BPHS clearly identifies what services need to be available at each level of the 

primary health care system (Health posts, health sub centers, basic health centers (BHC), 

mobile health teams, comprehensive health centers (CHC), district hospitals (DH)) and lists 

the staff, equipment, diagnostic services, and medications required to provide the services at 
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each level. More attention is given to the wide range of actual conditions experienced in the 

field in Afghanistan, due to geographical, cultural and security factors, allowing flexibility in 

implementation in order achieve maximum impact given the local conditions. The MoPH 

believes that by continuing to focus on BPHS, it will be able to concentrate its resources on 

reducing mortality among its most vulnerable citizens, especially women of reproductive age 

and children under five. 

Data collected on health sector shows that in 2015-2016 there were 153 Government and 286 

private hospitals in the country. In addition there were 410 CHCs 932 BHCs and 874 health 

sub centers.  

Maternal mortality rate: 396 deaths/100,000 live births (2015 est.) country comparison to the 

world: 22 

Infant mortality rate: total: 112.8 deaths/1,000 live births (male: 120.3 deaths/1,000 live 

births female: 105 deaths/1,000 live births (2016 est.))  

Life expectancy at birth: Total population: 51.3 years (male: 49.9 years female: 52.7 years 

(2016 est.)) (However it was estimated 60 year for both male and female in 2013) country7  

Major Industry 

Major industries includes chemical industries, Construction materials, Machinary and metal 

Works, Pharmacy, Printing, Carpenter & paper, Light Industries, Food industries and others 

Which produce Small-scale production of bricks, textiles, soap, furniture, shoes, fertilizer, 

apparel, food products, non-alcoholic beverages, mineral water, cement; hand-woven carpets; 

natural gas, coal, copper etc.  

Labor force: 7.983 million (2013 est.)  

Labor force - by occupation: agriculture: 78.6%, industry: 5.7% and services: 15.7% (FY08/09 

est.) 

Unemployment rate: 40% (2005 est.) 35% (2008 est.)  

 

2. Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities 

Intellectual and Developmental disabilities in Afghanistan 

About Commitment of Afghanistan government in context of people with disability it is 

worthy to mention that these commitments were made after establishment of transitional 

government. Government made obligatory commitments for implementation of all 

international and national agreements in order to achieve goals through practical activities. 

“Law on Rights and Benefits of Disabled Persons” (SEPTEBMBER, 2010) Adoption and 

acceptance of “UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities” are the 

prominent legal documents regarding rights of People with Disabilities (PWDs) including 

Intellectual and Developmental disabilities.   

                                                 
7 https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/af.html  

https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/af.html
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Child Rights Convention 1989 AD is the only approved basic and trustful international legal 

document up to now. In this agreement most of world countries committed to implement its 

articles. About PWD in 2ed Article of mentioned document it is stated that each government is 

obliged to prepare required facilities for all disable individuals. In addition in 23rd Article of 

this document rights of disable children are mentioned such as behavior without any 

discrimination between disable individuals, providing human suitable environment, safety of 

personality and status of them in society, providing special support of disables by government 

and pay attention to special needs of disable children.  

According to 43rd Article of Afghanistan’s Constitution and 4th Article of Educational act of 

Afghanistan, Ministry of Education is obliged to provide cost free Education context for 

children and youths of Afghanistan. In addition, according to constitution of our country 

primary and middle level Education (Basic education) is mandatory. Based on mentioned 

law; policy of ministry of Education is compiled based on extensive justice and equal 

accessibility to quality education for all male and female without any discrimination. 

On the other hand, law of people with disabilities is officially speculated by President of 

Afghanistan which will be implemented around the country very soon. This law clarifies that 

every governmental organization should specify 5% of their employee for PWDs.  

All above explanation clarifies that there are some laws and support for PWD but PWIDs 

are not specified in any field. There is no governmental financial aids are any CBR centers 

for PWIDs.  

3. Outline of your organization 

Family Welfare Foundation is a social, non-governmental, neutral, non-profit, public and 

independent institution was founded in 1994 to render social services and support families.  

Whereas three decades of civil war in Afghanistan severely undermined educational 

infrastructure of the country and mostly affected children suffered from hearing and visual 

impaired children, similarly this marginalized segment lacked of government and national or 

international organizations; accordingly, FWF has taken an innovative approach to cover the 

widely affected figure of Afghan community under various professional education. Moreover, 

FWF inaugurated Hearing Impaired Department along with three vocational training centers 

within its structure in which 280 students including 102 female and 178 male students from 

grade one to eight.  

Therefore, the hearing impaired department of FWF has conducted research on Afghan sign 

language through which sign language vocabulary was published as a great output.  

Vision  

To elevate livelihood security of most marginalized children and women to the level of 

self-sufficiency and autonomy. 
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Mission 

 To provide education and life skill training and services that significantly enhance the 

ability of marginalized families, especially women, children and disabled. 

 To heal broken spirits… 

 To enable women, children and disabled persons with developmental and financial 

challenges to empower themselves      

Values 

FWF principle values are based on social justice, commitment, openness, accountability, 

transparency and respect to all segments of the society without prejudice to religion, race, and 

language, caste, sex and ethnic considerations. 

Objectives: 

 Promoting and supporting social work, self-help and community participation 

 Setting up cultural, educational and vocational centers and facilities for children, 

youth and women for the purpose of contributing towards a suitable environment for 

healthy individual and family lifestyle. 

 Providing employment support to member of underprivileged families. 

 Promoting, supporting and undertaking study and research in the field of disabled 

education. 

 Convening seminars, symposiums, conferences, workshops and exhibitions in relation 

to healthy family, lifestyles, disabled education, disabled works and ....... 

 Establishing and maintaining contact with interested governmental organizations  

 Maintaining contact and exchanging resources with similar national and international 

organizations and entering into mutual collaboration contracts and protocols with 

them attracting volunteer members and enhancing their technical skills for better 

delivery of the services of the organization  

 Alleviating poverty by promoting small enterprises development, income generation 

activities, and extension of micro credit and employment opportunities. 

 Providing support and social services to families under particular mental stress, to 

refugee and displaced families to destitute families and families with no breadwinner. 

Specialization Areas 

 Education and vocational trainings 

 Clinical services 

 Rights training 

 Media and awareness 

 Research 

Covered areas 

FWF is carrying out its activities in Kabul, Kunduz and Badkhshan provinces. 
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Position and Duty 

As an employee of FWF in Strengthening Teacher Education on Special Education (STESE) 

project supported by JICA, my position is Project Officer. I am responsible, under the direct 

supervision of the Project Manager (PM) of STESE2-JICA to provide efficient and reliable 

services collaborate with all the members of the Project Team. As an expert member of the 

STESE2-JICA team, Project Officer is responsible for the following: 

1) Organizing Text book Editing Technical Working Group (TE-TWG) activities and 

share them with all stakeholders within MoE, Special Needs Schools and related 

organizations with the support of Project Manager (PM). 

2) Sending Invitation, Meeting agendas, official letters, make /or phone call for each 

TE-TWG, all stakeholders within MoE, Special Needs Schools and related 

organizations.  

3) Leading Weekly meetings held for developing curriculum for Special Needs 

Education department of Teacher Training collages. 

4) Translating Textbooks and other documents from English to Dari/Pashto and vice 

versa  

5) Taking Meeting minutes and submit it to STESE2 PM for comments if any and then 

share the final minutes both Dari and English with the Text Book TWG and its sub 

groups  

6) Planning Nationwide Counterpart Workshop for sharing Developed Textbooks with 

all Stakeholders and TTCs Lecturers.  

7) Conducting any seminars activities and develop implementation plan for 

STESE2-JICA with cooperation of Project Manager (PM) in an effective way and 

compile all the data for translation and send the data to PM for the further process. 

8) Conducting the process of identifying/dispatching the Long Term and Short Term 

Training Program (LTTP & STTP) candidates.  

9) Computerize, store and file Sub-TWG, Editing Committee (EC), Senior Editing 

Committee (SEC) and TE-TWG meetings and workshop materials or data.  

10) Support Long Term Training Participants (LTTP)/master trainer to visit stakeholders 

and special schools before leaving Afghanistan. 

11) Facilitate Skype meetings with Japanese Professors.  

12) Facilitate smooth communication and share information to STESE2-JICA. 

13) Any other business assigned by STESE2-JICA 

 

4. Community Development program which include Intellectual Disability issues as one 

of the activities. 

Aside of Some Awareness programs there is no specific programs regarding Intellectual 

disability, However, CDP about other disabilities such as Visual, Hearing and Physical 
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disabilities are acting in various levels in Broad spectrum. 

 

5. Situation of Persons with Intellectual Disabilities 

1. There is no official specialize responsible person or organization for diagnosis of 

intellectual and developmental disabilities in Afghanistan. 

2. Children with Intellectual disabilities are officially educated in Inclusive education form in 

governmental schools. 

Based on level and degree of disability Generally Students with Intellectual disabilities are 

divided in three Categories and taught accordingly: 

Mild: these students besides acquiring vocational trainings, are able to study up to secondary 

stage.  

Moderate: These students are able to study up to primary level with some vocations. 

Severe: These students are trained only in daily life skill such as eating, dressing etc. 

3. The Schools prominently provide Vocational training in order to enable PWIDs to secure 

job opportunities.  

4. Martyrs and Disabled persons Directorate of Ministry of Labour, Social Affairs, Martyrs 

and Disabled (MoLSAMD) and Technical and Vocational Training directorate of MoE are 

governmental agencies supporting PWDs in respective fields. 

In addition Special Education Faculty of Shaheed Ustad Rabbani Education University is also 

a key member in providing professional staff for schools and NGOs. 

On the other hand NGOs such as Serving Emergency Relief and Vocational Enterprise 

(SERVE), Swedish Committee for Afghanistan (SCA) and Pro Bambini di Kabul (PBK) play 

dominant role in supporting PWIDs. 

SERVE: since 2000Serve have educated about 1350 students with intellectual disability in 5 

Provinces (Kabul, Nengrahar, Parwan, Kandahar and Laghman) of Afghanistan in Inclusive 

Education Programme of MoE.  

SCA: The work encompasses programs for education, health, support to persons with 

disabilities and rural development. The management office is situated in Kabul, while 

operations are carried out in 14 provinces from five project offices and four field offices. 

PBK: The PBK Day Centre for children with non-serious mental disabilities is a small 

enterprise that can receive only 40 children, but for families and children who are so sorely 

tried in this tormented city, it is becoming a beacon of light and hope 

6. Based on the information above, what are the issues to solve to conduct effective 

supports for persons with Intellectual Disabilities?  

The Following points should be considered in Supporting PWIDs: 

- Training of Professional staff for diagnosis and planning about needs of 

PWIDs.  (it can be Achieved by offering Master and above Education 

opportunity to Afghan lecturers an SNE Students) 
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- Supporting Teacher Education department (TED) of MoE to establish a 

department which train SNE Teachers who can teach PWIDs in proper 

manner. (It will be possible by extending STESE2-JICA project). 

- Convincing Ministry of Labour, Social Affairs, Martyrs and Disabled 

(MoLSAMD) to specify budget for Financial aid of PWIDs. (It can be 

possible if some International NGOs support the ministry and help them 

identifying PWIDs needs). 

- Proper Public Awareness programs regarding Intellectual disability and 

the support and rights which should be given. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Prepared by 

Mohammad Idrees Naeemy 

Project officer STESE2-JICA 

FWF, Kabul Afghanistan 

 

 

 

 


